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Ad Serving provides a commercial infrastructure to the internet, spanning all sites, and touching
all users, all the time.Ad Serving gives marketers the ability to deliver and measure their ads for
exceptionally low cost, revealing the true value of the ad space they pay for.Utilizing cookie and
page-level analysis, marketers can build vast pools of pseudonymous data about websites, ads
and the users that encounter them. This data, and the trusted publisher-independent
methodology for measurement, secures investment for Publishers. The counting, tracking and
the delivery of ads to enable this data takes place at massive scale. The processes and systems
behind data collection are complex, and marketers are expected to learn how to use them as the
industry grows; applying this knowledge to their new roles in Digital Advertising.Many undertake
this challenge, unaware of the complexity that lies ahead. The learning resources are few and far
between. This book satisfies an intermediate-level of tuition to Ad Serving Technology,
illustrating how and why Advertisers continue to grow their ad spend in the planet’s favorite new
media channel.Topics covered includes: Introduction to Digital Advertising, Introduction to Ad
Serving technologies, Campaign Setup in the Ad Server by Channel - Standard Display, Rich
Media, Instream Video, SEO, Paid Search, Affiliate, Email and Social. This book also covers
Conversions, Attribution, Retargeting, Optimization Strategies, Adserver Reporting, Adserver
Analytics, Privacy technology and an Introduction to Programmatic including DSPs, SSPs,
DMPs, ATD's, ITD's and RTB.

About the AuthorGregory Cristal is an expert consultant in third party ad serving, cross channel
ad delivery (including TV) and tracking technologies, working in the industry of digital advertising
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and StudyAcknowledgementsGlossaryPURPOSEWhy write a book about third party ad serving?
Working in online media or digital advertising, there are certain levels of technical expertise
which exist across any connected organisations in the space. From a distance it would be easy
to assume that everyone has the same level of training but when it comes to using the technical
tools which enable to work that we do, the space is complex and the idea of learning everything
is daunting. Some of us that work in Online believe we do not need to learn everything, that the
task is too great and the necessity, trivial. The truth is that the knowledge in any online



advertising organisation is unfairly balanced between those that take the time to learn as much
as they can and those that rely on the learned. Learning the role of the Media Agency planner,
The Advertiser marketer, The Creative Agency developer or the trafficker only lifts the lid on a
corner of the complex technical workflow of which we are all mandatory parts.I wrote a book
about ad serving for one reason: there are not enough educational resources about Digital
Marketing, Online Advertising and third party ad serving to satisfy any of its stakeholders.When
a topic this complex comes along and the work requires an academic background which does
not exist, the number of experts in the field shrinks and the circulation of verifiable knowledge
becomes thin. The knock on effect is a culture of assumptions, a culture of the fear to ask too
many technical questions of the few that have the knowledge and an environment which is risky
to conduct business within.This book provides in academia, a record of the technology as it
stands today. I have grown up with technology that is growing at the same pace, and I am
sharing what I know. I have tried my very best to not make any assumptions about how this
technology works but despite asking many sources, the sources are too few to be completely
verifiable across the board and for this reason I apologise for any incorrect assumptions I may
have made about how this technology works. My aim is to keep the information up to date by
offering revised editions and maintaining an internet presence; I am open to technical questions
you may have regarding this material.I currently work for a well-known third party ad server but I
have tried my best not to be bias towards its technology. Indeed there are some features
mentioned in this book that the technology provider I work for does not offer today but that exist
elsewhere in the industry.I really hope you get enjoyment and value from this book and that it
helps your personal and professional understanding of these technologies. I put a lot of effort
into bringing the parts together in a digestible way (which given the matrix-nature of the subject
matter, is not easy). I welcome with open arms any feedback you may have regarding the
content and any opinions I may have expressed within (my contributing editors have helped me
to keep these to a minimum).Thanks for buying and happy reading!Part ASetting the StagePart
ASetting the Stage• The flow of this book• What is third party ad serving?• Getting some
perspective• Users• Publisher• Agencies• The Advertiser• Definitions and MethodologyThe
flow of this bookThe interconnected nature of Online Advertising technologies reminds me of
neurons in the brain. Their connected nature could be drawn two dimensionally and the resulting
image would be a weave of connections. But the truth is that almost all nodes of this image
would communicate with each other in some way, spanning distances that would make a visual
connection in three dimensional space, too painful on the eyes to observe and too detailed for
the brain to absorb. I was asked by colleagues and my network contacts as I was planning this
book as to how I would lay it out given this almost quantum nature of the technology landscape. I
decided to focus on the campaign management workflow and build concepts up from there.In
this sense the book starts with some background for the reader (Part A), relating each of the
concepts back to third party ad serving, such as the base technologies on a user's machine and
in "the Cloud" (Chapter 1) and the industry players or stakeholders that assemble and pay each



other to bring an online ad campaign to life (Chapter 2). In Part B we look at campaign
management broken down by the various channels available today (Chapter 3) before looking at
the concept of conversion tracking (attributing a sale online as a result of an ad campaign). Part
C then focusses on understanding the analytic and reporting capabilities of an ad server
(Chapter 5) before looking at strategies to act on that data such as Optimization (Chapter 6)
Retargeting (Chapter 7) and Programmatic buying (Chapter 8).This book also contains a whole
heap of words and phrases that have been more or less adopted across the industry. Due to the
infancy of the digital advertising industry the meanings of some of these words are not wholly
universal or understood therefore there is a convenient glossary located at the end of this book
for your reference. Words which appear in quotation marks can be referenced in the glossary at
the back.There are also some technology and company names that will appear in italics. These
names are used as examples of technologies that may not be available in every market around
the world but are growing or well adopted technologies used by big Agencies and Advertisers in
Europe and the US. To provide the most balanced understanding of the technology landscape I
have tried to offer the names of as many technology providers as possible although a large
number of technology companies such as Google now offer many of the discussed features as
part of their core DoubleClick marketing suite. The names featured are suggested examples. It is
recommended that if you choose to utilise these technologies for digital marketing activity that
you test their products first, preferably against a control group where a technology is not in use
and also against a competitor tool which claims to offer the same results. This on-going
experimentation will ensure that you are using the best tools available in the market today.As the
flow of the various chapters suggests, the campaign management workflow is cyclical; the setup
of all the ads can be changed at any point during a campaign based on trends in the analytics
data which is accessible just by logging into the ad serving interface. In this way the ad serving
interface is made up of two core areas: campaign management and reporting.Perhaps most
importantly let’s address the elephant in the room:What is third party ad serving?A third party ad
server is a business to business machine or system that does a specific service. This machine
lives in various locations around the world to complete the tasks of the service; it lives in "the
Cloud". As with other services that live in the Cloud it is possible to access them only via a web
browser. Third party ad serving core "customers" are Media Agencies and Advertisers. These
customers pay to have access to be able to log into the third party ad serving interface. Once
inside the interface, the tasks are broken down into two separate areas: campaign management
and reporting.Customers choose to use a third party ad server for these main reasons:1.
Accredited Independent third party2. Consistent Counting Methodology3. Reliability to serve
and Server uptime4. Format Support and Publisher certification5. Single location Reporting6.
De-Duplicated Reporting7. Campaign Specific Needs and FeaturesCustomers of third party ad
servers pay initially for the ad space and then pay a tiny fee on top for each advert to benefit
from the above. The third party ad serving space, as a section of the advertising technology
industry has matured, the third party ad servers available to potential customers today is rather



small. In fact there are only really two truly global third party ad servers left choose from:
DoubleClick and DG/Mediamind. The others have seen diminishing growth or have never seen
adoption beyond a handful of countries and a global ad server is important so that global
Advertisers are seeing the above benefits in all markets. These more local third party ad servers
include Adform, Mediaplex, AdRiver, Atlas, Flashtalking and Weborama. Thankfully there is
uniformity among these technologies - they all work in basically the same way so all the
concepts in this book are valid across the board although one or two features may not be
available in some ad servers.Getting Some PerspectiveNow with the global third party ad server
humming away in the cloud, its tasks permeate out across the web affecting various groups of
people. Let’s now look in detail at who these people are:UsersEveryone is a user, we all "use"
the internet. Anyone accessing the internet or browsing the web is considered a user. This
concept seems simple but if you work in online advertising you are a user but you also fall into
another of the categories that follow. When talking to other media professionals about
technology it always helps to declare your position: "In this problem that I am seeing with this ad;
I am taking on the role of the user". Users will interact with the third party ad server when loading
pretty much every web page and the total number of users in the world is around a couple of
billion.PublishersOwn a website with ads on it? Then you are a Publisher (your website is your
publication). If you own or represent lots of websites you are a Publisher network. Publishers
tend to see the world from their own perspective; they do not look beyond their own networks
and use every tactic possible to drive "media spend" (advertising dollars) into their own pocket.
Advertisers and Agencies have tough jobs to do to spread that spend around effectively and this
is where ad serving comes into its own. Publishers interacting with the third party ad server by
receiving code from it show the third party ads on its pages and will have to work with its
reporting systems. How many Publishers are there in the world: upwards of hundreds of
thousands of big sites but in actual fact hundreds of millions due to the number of web sites on
the internet.AgenciesAgencies fit into two buckets. First there is the Creative Agency; who
undertake the work of creating and building the ad (and do not need to trouble themselves too
much with the world of third party ad serving). And secondly there is the Media Agency - a
middleman in the advertising campaign workflow, managing and optimizing to make sure
advertising dollars are spent effectively. The Media Agency has a tough job swimming through a
minefield of technologies to achieve this. Any single piece of kit that can track all the ad serving
data, automate planning and buying, costing and reporting are the magic bullet for a successful
agency. How do Agencies use third party ad servers? The Creative Agency builds ads for the ad
server and uploads them onto the system. The Media Agency will do the campaign
management and reporting.The AdvertiserThe Advertiser is any company with products or
services to sell that has enough money for a marketing budget for advertising. References in this
book to the Advertiser are references to the marketing team working for that Advertiser. To afford
to utilise enterprise level technology like an ad server there have to be a fair few media dollars in
the bank for the marketer to use, yet well over ten thousand Advertisers globally utilise these



crucial technologies. Few Advertisers choose to stand alone without a Media Agency and given
the complex nature of the digital environment it is no surprise. How does the Advertiser use a
third party ad server? For Campaign management and reporting.Selecting the right ad server is
a tricky business, there are so many features to consider and yet the differences between them
are very small. This is all thanks to industry standardisation which has been crucial to allowing
Agencies and Advertisers to switch from one Ad server to another. It all begins with definitions
and methodology.Definitions and MethodologyThe Internet Advertising Bureau (IAB); arguably
the most widely recognised regularity body globally for digital marketing activity, has been
instrumental in the shaping of digital advertising. Standardisation of words and phrases is
probably the most important and fundamental concept in digital advertising. And although the
IAB has done a lot of work to reduce miscommunication, there are still occurrences of the same
concepts being given different names. For example DoubleClick have a "Floodlight tag", Atlas
have a "Universal Action Tag", Mediamind has a "Container tag" (all are the same thing). The
methodology that underpins what is meant by a "click" or an "impression" still causes
headaches industry wide despite clear guidelines being set down. In online tracking it always
comes back to methodology.In my first job in the industry my line manager sat me down to read
through thoroughly the methodologies of the big research companies; Neilsen and ComScore.
These respected platforms were revealed to me as building their datasets on a sample of people
from a panel. This meant that the reported figures in these systems were not accurate when low
numbers were listed as they represented only one or two people and were not an absolutely
accurate representation when scaled up (despite the growth of these panels in recent years,
there is still some truth to these statements). Collecting information based on a panel of users as
opposed to measuring the behaviour of all users helps to demonstrate the importance of
methodology; two datasets could differ wildly if one comes from a sample and the other comes
from a full audience measurement. The methodology provides an indispensable context.The
lesson is that the devil is in the detail and technology companies are not always wholly
transparent in their methodologies so it is vital to ask questions about any data. Sometimes two
systems measuring the same things at the same time will not report exactly the same figures.
The IAB has done its best to close the gap (such as allowing for a maximum of a ten per cent
discrepancy between technologies measuring the same thing) but at the core these
technologies are designed differently and might use different methods to "ping" servers at
slightly different times, resulting in mismatched figures. This universal acknowledgment (like the
unstable world of measurement in quantum mechanics) does not mean that all systems are
flawed, but that using a single system to track all advertising activity reduces confusion and
discrepancy because all things are measured under the same methodology. This requirement
led to the advent of the tools we call third party ad servers (one counting tool used to measure
all activity). Without getting too complex, it can also be argued that using multiple tools to
measure the same things and then taking an average is the most accurate way to capture data.
In an ideal world many Agencies would choose to use multiple third party ad servers for a single



campaign but the costs often do not justify the rewards gained from a more accurate
measurement.Now that we have set the stage and given a very high level view of who uses third
party ad servers and why they are used, we will now move to look at the neighbouring
technologies on the web page and on the user’s machine. These have an impact on how ad
serving works and what the limitations are in data collection.Chapter 1Local vs. Remote
TechnologiesChapter 1 - Section 1Browsers and Devices• The role of the browser in Digital
advertising• Figure 1.1• Figure 1.2• Tracking across multiple browsers• first party Vs. third
Party Cookies• Figure 1.3• Cookie Deletion• Distinction between Devices and Computers• Ad
blocking Tools• Why is there advertising on the Internet?Third party ad servers do not work
isolation. Many technologies work hand in hand to form websites and web channels that create
a user's internet experience (such web channels include "Search Marketing" and "Rich Media").
The ways these channels operate and grow affect the usability of the internet such as through
web page loading speed and the pace of innovations in web technology development. This
section looks at the tools and technologies that we come into contact everyday as internet
users, (whether we are aware of them or not) and looks and how they each relate to the world of
Advertising and tracking. The bottom-up approach to considering the capabilities of underlying
tracking technologies (learning how core code like HTML and JavaScript relate to the
capabilities of the browser) will provide a solid framework of understanding which can be applied
to complex problem solving in ad campaign setup and optimization (e.g. if you understand how
JavaScript works you can understand how to use it to adapt ad technology to fit unique
problems and situations which will arise every day). Perhaps more importantly, this introduction
provides a stable grounding from which to understand more about the web channels
themselves.Despite being such a ubiquitous technology the concept of the "Internet" is
commonly misunderstood as just meaning the World Wide Web (the bit of internet that loads
into the browser window). The Internet is in fact a far bigger entity and "the internet" in the
context of online advertising means; the visual web, its applications and access points. Where
information can be shared across the world automatically, this is the internet we speak of. It is
important to be clear on this so that all industry stakeholders have a common understanding.
When work with new clients, Advertisers and Publishers, the syntax and definition of such
principles is best bedded in early on bearing in mind that the media industry attracts folk from all
walks of life.So as not to get our heads too far into the cloud (pardon the pun) let’s just think
simply about the browser to start off with:The role of the browser in Digital advertisingDespite its
paramount importance to the world of Digital Advertising, the browser-owning technology
companies almost never engage in an active dialogue with any of the other Digital Stakeholders
(Publishers, Advertisers and Agencies).The work of updating a browser and releasing a new
version (however wild the impact may be on the design of Websites and Ads) has virtually no
consideration or input from the vast Advertising community that it supports. This statement is
therefore true:Browsers were not built to support the creative range of designs available for
online ads and websites. Truly creative websites and ads have been predominantly born out of



the skill and vision of artists and creative designers, who take the foundation of a new browser
release and learn how to build the best user experience on top of it. The browser release will
clearly provide new avenues to take code and design but the browser does not arrive with a
flurry of supported ad and website designs.The key takeaway here is not to ever expect support
for any campaign from the browser themselves no matter how large the campaign may be. In my
experience finding a technical contact working browser-side (even if you work somewhere like
Microsoft and you are absolutely desperate to see if your campaign can utilise some kind of
exception) is a goose chase not worth taking up and it’s safe to assume you'll never be able to
point out the Mozilla team in a crowd and buy these guys a drink. The browser remains an
unknowable force working by its own rules, which the whole industry has learned to adapt to
over time.Figure 1.1: Users access the web through an internet enabled device (Computer or
Mobile) and then navigate web pages from within the browser.User opinion is divided on the
best browsers to use to surf the web and the battle for the top browser is set to continue for
many years to come. Firefox, Internet Explorer, Chrome and Safari dominate the browser space.
But what relevance does the browser have to third party ad serving? (And does it make any
difference which browser the user uses?).The browser is very important to online Advertising
because the user experience with the vast majority of the adverts on the internet is had inside
the browser environment. Ideally the user would be sitting at the same computer while using the
web all of the time, as they surf the web and encounter relevant, innovative ads. In fact to store
and track the most accurate data in the third party ad server, a single user would need to browse
the web on a single device (using the same browser all the time). In this single browser the user
would rarely delete their browser cookies and this browser would have acted as the single
conduit for the full record of that user's fully web journey, engaging with ads and using the
internet. The user's web activities are occurring in just one place (one browser and one
device).We are now going to start referencing "cookies". In simplified terms, a cookie can be
thought of as a document. On this document is written a unique number which identifies the user
called a cookieID. Now, if each user had only one cookieID and the cookie that it belonged to
was never deleted, every user would have just one unique number. If you were to count all the
total unique cookieIDs in existence, you would have an accurate reading of the total number of
users on the Internet. As you may have gathered, things are not quite as simple as this.First if all,
cookies are not stored on a computer or device in a folder called "cookies". Each browser has its
own "cookie-vault" which does not let other browsers in. So if one did want to compare and
contrast users between browsers, the process required to do it is somewhat complex.Figure 1.2:
Each browser has the facility to store cookies. Although a cookie is meant to represent a single
User, the use of multiple browsers creates multiple cookies - a known industry problem.Tracking
across multiple browsersThe second and perhaps more obvious problem is that users very
rarely use a single access point or single browser to use the internet. Instead users come on
from different devices and browsers, sometimes using more than one device at the same time.
This is a pain for online advertising for the simple reason that multiple cookies look like multiple



individuals in the data that comes out of the ad server after it has completed tracking and
processing its gargantuan datasets.Users who use multiple browsers frequently are harder to
track as activity is recorded against two separate cookieID's which are never matched and
technically speaking the ad server sees two separate individuals.This is a danger for the
marketer and the Agency because the true number of users seeing adverts is skewed. If there
was just a single browser in existence then online ad measurement would be far more reliable. In
the reporting chapter later on in this book we will see that ad server reporting still does not offer
a solution to rooting out the uniqueness of all cookies when faced with the problem of users that
use multiple browsers. Bearing this in mind when conducting analysis of the ad serving data may
help in providing a clearer picture of the total number of users interacting with ads in the
campaign. Let's look at cookies in more detail.First party vs. third Party CookiesThere are two
main types of cookie. The "first party cookie" is placed on the user’s computer or 'dropped' by
the website the user is visiting. By dropping, we mean that a remote machine or server sends a
tiny file to user’s computer or device, whereby the file is delivered and remains until it is deleted
or removed. This file is a cookie and usually contains the cookieID, the timestamp of when the
cookie was dropped and the filename for the file will reference the domain it came from. If a
website drops a cookie file onto your computer from its own domain, it is a first party cookie (The
web address of the website is part of the websites "domain" so in "msn.com" is the domain and
"autos." is the subdomain). If a website drops a cookie on your machine from another domain
(such as the domain belonging to a third party ad server) this is called a "third party
cookie".Figure 1.3: Where a user uses a single browser, browsing to web pages triggers the
downloading of content and ads. The native identifiers for the user belonging to the content and
then ads are first and then third party cookies.Cookies are a website's way of remembering
some information about you as a user because once they have been dropped they remain on
the machine until they are removed. Since the cookie is residing on the user's machine it is said
to 'live' on the "client side" and the cookie remains as a signpost or unique reference point, for a
website to lookup that unique number against its own database (where there may be more
information about each cookie stored on the databases our its own machines; this is called the
"server side")This lookup or matching process allows a website to 'remember' things like some
settings or changes the user may have made to a website. Most commonly the first party cookie
can be used to remember the information the user put into forms on a website, (so that when
they visit that site again, they save time by not having to re-input this information). This is very
useful when you, as a user, have to login to a website each time and it remembers your
username for instance.Third party cookies such as those belonging to the third party ad server
have a record of the user's activity matched alongside engagement with an ad campaign. The
ad server can report on whether the user saw an ad, clicked on an ad, or went on to buy a
product after seeing or clicking an ad online. To be clear, it is not the actual user's name that the
server is remembering, but the unique reference number stored in that user's cookie. The server
stores no personally identifiable information and so never knows that you are you; it just knows



that your cookie allows the server to remember behavioural information about that cookieID.
Those readers who live and breathe Excel and databases can begin to picture a master table
sitting in the deep backend of the ad server, where every ad engagement can be tied back to a
cookieID (see Chapter 5 - Cookie Level Data)Cookie DeletionA new consideration if you were
just beginning to get comfortable with cookies and cookieID's:1. Cookies do not live forever.2.
The more time passes the higher the likelihood of a user deleting a cookie.Cookie Deletion
affects third party ad serving because each new cookie is treated as a new user. Users that
delete their cookies frequently skew the data available in the ad server since there is no way to
tie a deleted cookie from a user machine to the new cookie dropped by the server to replace it.
As we will see later this affects a lot of different reports including Unique Reach and Frequency
and Performance reports (see Chapter 5).There is lots of research posted around the internet
regarding cookie deletion. Some technologies claim to be able to forecast and predict cookie
deletion in different counties. Some ad servers offer alternative reporting methods that can
account for cookie deletion (See Chapter 5 - Reporting - Adjusted Unique reporting).It is in the
best interest of Advertisers, Agencies and Publishers to prevent cookies from being deleted, the
benefits of their use are hotly debated in the forum of rights protection organisations in the field
of personal privacy and it is here that the Digital Advertising stakeholders defend the use of
cookies where information that is held about users does not lead to a direct identification of that
user. In this legal minefield the debate continues globally as to the acceptance and regulation of
cookie-use, where the user is given the option to opt-in or out of the automatic action of cookie
dropping (see Chapter 7 - Retargeting).Distinction between Devices and ComputersThe web
browser on a user’s phone or tablet offers a different experience than the one on a desktop
computer. Examples include the screen size and mouse-free navigation. Considerations should
be made for these differences when planning an ad campaign, from the building of the ads to
the design of the website that the user should end up on when clicking on the ad. In some
cases, Advertisers will pay a Creative Agency to produce different types of ads and design
different websites for users using different browsers.This variety increases the cost of running an
ad campaign, and in some instances is used to preserve the same user experience across
devices and in others offers a creative diversity. Ad serving technology allows for browser-
specific targeting (see Chapter 2 - Publishers - Publisher Ad Servers) to enable different ads to
be displayed on different devices.Technically speaking "mobile" browsers are just different
versions of the same pc and mac based browsers that users the world over are now used to
using. As with desktop device browsers, the differences between the versions can affect the way
that ads and pages appear or are rendered. This presents a real problem for consistent ad
delivery, especially for more complex formats like Rich Media (for definition see Chapter 3 - Rich
Media). The Advertiser or Agency may plan with the intent of offering the same user experience
to all users across all devices but to do so means testing ads on all such devices before a
campaign begins. The same is true in the world of Publishing where all web pages must be
checked in all new devices and browsers too. Some Agencies have opted to fill vast rooms with



all of the available consumer internet-enabled devices for the purposes of such testing. Others
will try to emulate the multitude of available browsers using software found online.HTML5 may
finally be a light at the end of a long awaited tunnel, as it is a leap forward in standardisation for
both page and ad rendering. HTML5 has been devised to try and eradicate the need for device
by device testing, which has extended the testing time required before a campaign launches,
creating industry-wide inefficiency.HTML5 is one of the most important things to happen to
advertising in recent memory since the timelines of an ad campaign will affect all parties; and the
improvement in the flexibility in the coding of an ad can mean the difference between a
frustrating internet experience and a fully-fledged engagement between user and ad. HTML5 is
not really a component of the browser itself but a mark-up language, something we will look at in
more detail in the next section. Beyond HTML support, browsers bring plug-in technologies to
consideration and these are controlled by the user. One plug-in type in particular has historically
caused a stir in the birth and growth of Online Advertising and these are Ad blocking plugins.Ad
blocking tools in the browserSome users install software or browser extensions (also called
"plugins") to "block" ads from appearing on their machine. These tools disrupt the delivery of the
image of the ad or in fact any information from the Publisher-side ad server (See Chapter 2 -
Publishers) to the user's browser. Ad blocking was more functional in the days of dial-up when
bandwidth was precious and loading an ad meant an extra ten minutes of page load time. Today
bandwidth is so quick that ad blocking would serve very little purpose in speeding up page load
times (ads usually make up a tiny percentage of the "weight" of the whole page as the files are
downloaded from the server). Instead these ad blocking tools are used to provide an ad-free
internet experience. All stakeholders operating in Online Advertising need to be able to respond
to questions about Ad Blocking but since the mechanism is so simple it is the wider impact of
these tools that requires focus as an Ad-Free internet experience is a threat to the whole
medium of the web. This in turn concludes our summary of the relevant features of the browser
in Online Advertising.Why is there advertising on the Internet?With such far reaching potential,
the web comes with its own politics and the politics frame the development and demands for
further supporting technologies. The web is predominantly used, by its users to source and
digest written and (more recently) video content. Content takes time to produce. I once set about
building a content heavy website: it took hours, days and weeks of time to compile. Apart from
learning obtaining new skills and having the warming experience of contributing to a giant
database of useful information about the world, I was only compelled to continue adding such
content by receiving money in return.The two most compelling options for a website owner to
produce quality content are to charge a subscription fee for the service (plaguing the user with a
cost out of their own wallet) or to seem to offer the content for free to the user, at the cost to the
Advertiser (who are really just paying for the attention span of a "targeted" user).Ad blocking is
not an undetectable weapon on consumer combat; the failed attempt by the server to deliver ads
is detected each time it occurs. As this failure rate grows, there is an inverse decline in the size
of the audience for the website/Publisher to offer to their Advertiser base. A decline in the



audience size means a decline in revenue, which ultimately leads to a decline in both the
amount (and more importantly) the quality of the content because less money is available to
help produce it.Content is king online. The best content draws the most attention and although
the growth of user generated content (UGC) has been rapid and far reaching; the quality user
"traffic" remains with big Publishers where it always has done (and more niche "long tail"
audiences hop to more obscure websites with lower levers of traffic). Thankfully technologies
like Advertising Exchanges are making some ground in balancing the books, but this is a topic
for Chapter 8.Let’s move on from the browser to the content of the web; the websites and the
ads themselves and the base technologies on which they are constructed.Chapter 1 - Section
2The Anatomy of Sites and Ads• What the user seesFigure 1.4• HTML• Figure 1.5•
JavaScript• Images• Text Links• Figure 1.6• Flash• The advent of HTML5What the user
seesTake a magnifying glass and peer into the source code of any web page (or just use the
browser buttons to load up the page source) and inside you will find a rather difficult to read set
of instructions and code. The educated eye can pick out commands in the code that help identify
how the web page has been constructed. This includes information about where the ads come
from as well. Both HTML and JavaScript are the most common languages to find inside this
source code. They load the content in the browser window, rendering as a website constructed
by a set of common elements or entities. Text, Images and Flash make up the vast majority of
the web today (soon to be overtaken by an explosion in video). Without these components the
web could not support advertising as it exists today. Understanding more about them personifies
their importance, highlighting technical encounters on all sides of the Advertising
ecosystem.Figure 1.4: Navigating to the Web Page via the main browser, the user encounters
Content and Ads. These are made up of what can be classed as entities: technologies and code
that form the very foundations of the familiar web.HTML"HTML” (Hyper-Text Mark-up Language)
is the core 'code' of the web based browsing experience. It literally is the code that describes to
the browser what the content of each web page should be and the browser renders this code to
give the effect of a page of information. HTML is the language of "tags" and when we refer to
"tags" in third party ad serving, we are talking about a few lines of HTML code. This code can be
embedded directly onto a web page by a web development team working on the website and
when a page is loaded up in a browser by a user the code 'executes', and an ad or more content
is displayed. (To see an HTML ad tag, skip to Chapter 3 - Display Ad serving Operations - Ad
Tags).HTML is how almost all of the ads served today are requested from the ad server. If the
environment in which an ad needs to be served does not support HTML, then other code can be
used to make that request (such as in a computer gaming environment). In fact in most
instances, the HTML is used to house a more complex request which occurs in JavaScript.
JavaScript does the fetching, carrying and calculating of the content. HTML is simply a way of
carrying the required ad code that the Publisher can quite easily slip onto their websites.Figure
1.5: Behind the scenes a standard web page is made up of a series of HTML tags. An Ad tag is
no different, which can sit on any web page to display an ad to the user. In this instance (bottom



right) the HTML tag contains a reference to JavaScript.JavaScriptJavaScript is called a client-
side language. It runs or "executes" in the user's browser and allows for a whole host of
important web page tricks such as popup windows and browser manipulation (like a command
to print something on the page). JavaScript can gather and send a user’s information and to a
remote server so that the server is capable of responding by sending out a new piece of
information (like making a previously hidden part of the website, suddenly appear).JavaScript is
the most common method of ad delivery that third party ad servers use. The flexibility of the
JavaScript code allows the ad to be pulled directly into a Publisher's web page from the third
party ad server and make decisions about what ad to display in real time. JavaScript can do
interesting things like work out what time it is, or find out what browser the user is using:
information like this can be passed back into the ad server when the ad loads allowing for some
impressive customisation inside the ad itself. It is not common for an Advertiser to want to get
this technical when running a campaign but every now and then JavaScript does come to the
rescue when an ad campaign just wants to be a little cleverer or more innovative.To understand
how JavaScript is essential in the technical process of ad request and delivery we will look in
more detail at the relationship between Ad Serving and JavaScript in Chapter 1 - Basics on
Server hardware. For the time being it is sufficient to say that JavaScript returns one of four
remote entities from the ad server and pulls them into the web page as the page loads. These
four entities are Image files, Flash files, text links and video files. Video files are a little more
complex to explain so this is explained after providing a more thorough technical introduction -
details for video can be found in Chapter 3 - Instream Video).ImagesImages transformed the
early web from a completely text-based environment to something that could be digested as an
entertainment form by the masses and advertising was one of the first places to utilise the ability
of early browsers to load images. The GIF type of image was more favoured by the advertising
space because GIFs can contain more than one image at a time and so a very rudimentary form
of frame by frame animation was possible. The trouble with GIFs is that they are very restricting
in terms of creativity. They are not interactive and images look poor next to Flash. Today, GIFs
are still used in online advertising as a "fall-back option" in case the user's browser cannot
support Flash (after all, a grainy image of a company logo is better than completely wasted and
white ad space). The traditional *.gif file extension is also no longer mandatory and better image
compression methods such as in the *.jpg format or *.jpeg formats are commonly utilised. The
legacy of the ad as an image remains with ad serving technology today where all standard
display ads are comprised of an image portion of the HTML code as well as a click or text link
portion. The two sections which make up this HTML ad tag allow all display ads to report back to
the ad server; counting the loading of the image as an "impression" metric and the user action of
the "click" as a click metric (more detail on this in Chapter 5 - Reporting).Text-LinksSince HTML
code allows any piece of text, object or image to be clickable by the user via the use of the
"Anchor tag", a simple text link can be issued by the Ad Server as the most basic type of Ad.
These text-link ads are extremely common all over the web and are mostly utilised by ads that



exist in Search engines. By issuing an image and text link together, the image is clickable but the
two parts of the code can be separated out so that the image can simply be programmed to
appear without the ability to click, or the text link can be implemented without any image
present.Figure 1.6: A sample of a very basic non-JavaScript ad tag. The numbered rows are for
reference purposes: Row 2 describes the opening of the anchor tag: the URL described is the
clickthrough URL. The code in rows 3 and 4 is surrounded by the anchor tag which acts as the
click redirect portion of the ad tag. Row 4 can contain a 1x1 otherwise known as a tracking
pixel.The text in figure 1.6 (row 3) is clickable inside the web page that the user can see. This is
the "text-link". Text-links are the most basic building block of an online ad; their use and
behaviour are described in a series of widely recognised phrases. As many of these sound
similar it is important to clarify this with participating parties when setting up and running an ad
campaign.• The action of a user clicking and being directed to an Advertiser site is called a
"click through".• The process of a user completing the clickthrough successfully is called a
"click-to-land".• The destination address is called a "click through URL"• The portion of the ad
tag which declares the click through URL as part of any ad or text link is called a "click
redirect".• A click redirect may also be referred to as a "click tracker"• The equivalent for
measuring the loading of the ad (even as a text link) is called a "tracking pixel". (Covered off in
more detail in Chapter 3 - Display Ad serving).So far we have described the two elements of an
ad tag as being the image portion and the click portion. However it is not common for a "static
image" (i.e. a still picture) to be used as the visual ad; rather the image displays as a Flash
animation.FlashHaving a familiarity with Flash is essential to working in the Display and Rich
Media channels in Digital Advertising. "Flash" are the animated and interactive panels dotted
around the internet that can house video, get bigger, or show multiple images in an impactful
delivery.Flash is nascent to the web browsing experience and Flash files or ads themselves are
created in Adobe's Flash authoring environment (more on this in Chapter 2 - Creative Agencies).
Flash is so widely used and adopted across the web because of its ease to create animations
and its flexibility to be creative with the code and the development environment. In Chapter 2 we
will look in much more granular detail to understand more about Flash and its capabilities. Flash
is so popular that it seems that it will be in use across the internet forever but new technologies
are emerging that will replace it. HTML5 is the favourite.The Advent of HTML5HTML5 is created
to amalgamate all the capabilities of both Flash and HTML in an experience which provides a
consistent user experience on the web. Flash was popular for so long because of a similar
consistent usability but the flaw in Flash is the need for users to have installed the Flash player
plugin. With more devices and browsers available to users, supporting the plugin has become
difficult for Adobe and since using the Flash authoring tool comes at a cost to the creative
developer, but the development of HTML5 is free, HTML wins as the standard for the future.
With HTML5 there is no need for Flash, as video and animation become part of HTML. The
vector animations and functions that Flash built fame for facilitating are now supported in
HTML5 and the community of supporters for this new standard are stronger where the updates



and maintenance of the authoring environment of HTML5 will become increasingly faster and
stronger than Flash.So far we covered off internet technologies to give context to online
advertising. The next section moves focus from the local user computer to the servers.Chapter 1
- Section 3Ad Serving• What does the ad server do?o Figure 1.7o Table of Definitionso Figure
1.8• The role of the CDN• Waiting around for Ad Delivery - the user experienceo Pre-ad
displayo During ad displayo On ad closeThis section will touch lightly on the relationship
between the user's computer and the technologies sending packets of information to that user's
machine. This is useful to explain what is really going on beyond the familiar glare of your own
PC and browser. The words and phrases contained in this section are commonly thrown around
in technical conversations where an Advertising technology is involved.What does the ad server
do?Many other available texts describe how user's machines and servers exchange information
to load the various pages of the web. The focus for this section is to explain the exchanges that
occur between machines to distribute, load and count ads right across the web. As a reminder
the Third Party Ad Server has two core functions:1. The function to serve or deliver the ads to
the users machine2. To count and track the delivery and performance of these adsFigure 1.7:
Data in and out on-site at the ad server. This highly generalised diagram shows how the user
request into the ad server gateway gets split for the two functions. First the ad server counts
using a counting module and in parallel makes a decision to serve the correct asset back to the
user.Figure 1.7 shows the fast function of the ad server to count and deliver an ad but the bold
arrows on the left only show data coming into and going out of the ad server. The internet
infrastructure that will carry this data to this point undergoes a longer journey. Before we
undertake this journey we need to make sure we are using the right language to describe the
various ports of call and processes that the data undergoes.DefinitionLocal MachineThe user's
computer or device to access the webRemote MachineThe server that the user's computer is
exchanging data withHost ServerAnother name for remote machine, the server is "hosting" the
users request for content or adsPacketData is transmitted between machines in packets.
Utilizing the best server route between the local and remote machine. Sometimes packets get
lost and this can have a minor impact on the counting of ads served.RouterTo connect to the ISP
the user's machine must utilize a local switch or router. Again, all data comes through
here.ISPInternet Service Provider; the user's access point to the web, all data packets come and
go through the ISPCDNContent Delivery Network; a large network of geographically located
content servers allowing users to download content from a regional source. Ad servers
themselves do not distribute replicas of the files all over the world. They work with CDNs to
achieve this.Data CenterData Centers are the physical buildings that house ad servers and
servers of the CDN. As the user's browser makes a call directly to the ad server to request an
ad, the ad server must deliver the information back and count the request as soon as possible.
Having strategically located buildings in global hubs and highly populated cities ensures a faster
delivery.Server FarmA non-technical term to describe a data center or group of data centersAd
RequestThe initial loading of the ad tag on a Publisher page sends an HTTP request for to



display the correct ad to the ad server. This is called an Ad Request.JavaScript ResponseThe
ad server responds to the ad request with a response; this is response predominantly occurs in
JavaScript.Impression TrackerAll ads contain Impression Tracker code which sends data as an
"ad request" to the counting module or "ad counter" at the ad serverImpressionWhen an ad
counter receives and responds to an HTTP request for a tracking asset from a client
( Guidelines)Click TrackerWhen the user initiates a click, this code routes data to the "ad
counter" at the ad server to count a "click"Ad CallAnother name for Ad RequestAd PlayAn
industry wide disputed meaning, not backed by the IAB.Ad CloseWhen a JavaScript served ad
is closed or the browser leaves the page, the Ad can make a final request to the serverBefore we
look at the bigger picture it is important to note that the technical delivery of the ad is not the
same as an industry agreed count of the impression metric (which can be found here: ).
However as this definition has certified industry adoption, it is taken as to the true measure of
delivered ads across all ad counting systems.Figure 1.8: User requests channel up to the ad
server's data center where counting and ad serving decisions are made. As multiple requests
are being made by multiple users for the same assets, the ad server decision module does not
need to distribute the same ad every time but rather lets the CDN distribute the ad.The role of
the CDNThe Content Delivery Network traces all the flight paths in the world, joining up the dots
between the cities and the ISPs (Internet Service Providers) around the world and routing
replicated information onto users’ devices where-ever they may be. Ads stored in the ad server
need to be replicated in the ad server data centres, prepared for the most strategic delivery of
the assets (a delay called "ad replication") and a process that occurs when the campaign is
being "trafficked" (more on trafficking in Chapter 3). When an ad call is received the ad server
transmits the ads to the CDN's. Akamai, described by some as the internet's backbone, is one of
the largest CDN's and ad servers utilise its services consistently. Larger Publishers like MSN,
rely on Microsoft's own technology rather than outsource to systems like Akamai. The MSN CDN
has the capacity to allow other internet technologies requiring CDN distribution to utilise it for
such needs.Figure 1.9: CDN content delivery is most frequently represented in common
conversation by reference to “The cloud”. By offering servers in local proximity to user devices
internet access speeds are greatly increased and files can easily be replicated across the world,
this includes both site content and ads.Waiting around for ad Delivery - the user experienceSo
what is the effect on the user? Is it glaringly obvious that the most miniscule of delays actually
has a shed-load of processes behind it? For the most part the answer is no, but with so many
processes in place, once in a blue moon, the user will be stuck on a page where an ad fails to
load. The purpose of the ad servers reporting capability is to quantify the investment clients
make in online advertising, including demonstrating consistent ad delivery and performance
which the Agency or Advertiser will reference frequently to ensure their messaging is reaching
its audience, if not only to check that there is nothing clogging up the pipes (more details in
Chapter 5 - Reporting). Providing there are no problems the optimum user experience will look
like this:Pre-ad display1. User arrives at Publisher page2. Ad request is sent to Publisher ad



server, while the request for the content goes to the Publisher CMS3. The Publisher content
loads4. The Publisher ad server calls the third party ad server5. The ad request arrives at the
local data center depending on the users location6. The counting module counts an
impression7. The decision module selects the most suitable ad8. The ad server sends a
JavaScript to initiate the loading of the ad9. The JavaScript loads on the Publisher page and
loads in makes calls to all the necessary assets10. The assets are pulled in from the CDN
which in turn pulls in data from the ad server creative database11. An Image or Flash execution
appears in the user's browser windowDuring ad display12. The ad server counts an "Ad Play" -
which is an Instream Video metric (See Chapter 3 - Instream) or delivered impression metric13.
Piggybacked third party impression trackers load (See Chapter 3 - Standard Display)14.
Viewability begins counting (See Chapter 5 - Ad Verification)15. Rich Media constantly reports
"interactions" to the counting module (See Chapter 3 - Rich Media).On ad close16. Viewability
ends counting and sends data to the ad server counting module (See Chapter 5 - Ad
Verification)17. Rich Media interactions that utilise a timer are reported to the ad server
counting module (See Chapter 3 - Rich Media)This exposes the mini cosmos of work that the ad
server is doing. It is clear why the work is all done by machines in faraway places. The next
section turns attention back to the online advertising industry to look at who the players in this
space, and how many people and hands it takes to launch an online advertising campaign and
make the most of ad serving technology.Chapter 2The Industry PlayersChapter 2The Industry
Players• The agency holding groups• Who are the big Agencies?• Running a Media Agency•
Creative Agencies• Figure 2.1• PublishersTo frame the context of advertising technology the
books includes information about the various industry players. Given the nature of the
advertising industry to shift clients and accounts, this section may well fall out of date quite
quickly; however this is an attempt to represent it at a high level.The agency holding groupsThe
largest and most powerful advertising Agencies sit under holding groups which themselves are
home to a multiverse of Creative Agencies, PR Agencies and Media Agencies. With so many
Agencies under a single umbrella, careful precautions are taken to ensure that Agencies can
take on the work and business of many competing Advertisers without allowing sensitive
information to spread to those competitors or separated divisions. Since a holding group may
house ten or more Media Agencies which themselves may house ten or more Advertisers and
somewhere down the line two Advertisers are bound to fall into the same vertical. In some
instances Media Agencies and holding groups have been known to build out whole new
Agencies just to ensure that such Advertiser data is kept very separate. The power of the holding
group tends to fall with the price it can get for publication ad space, the economies of scale of
such enterprises drives down the price of ad space, with the promise of business on an
enormous scale.Who are the big Agencies?There are plenty of Up-to-date sources online that
can give a more recent and thorough coverage of the breakdown of the Agency groups. As a
very high level overview:• Publicis Omnicom group houses the media Agencies formerly of the
Omnicom group: OMD, OMG, PHD and Manning Gollieb and the media Agencies formerly of



the Publicis group such as Starcom Mediavest and Zenith Optimedia.• Dentsu/Aegis brings to
the table Agencies such as Iprospect, Carat and Vizeum.• WPP offers the industry GroupM and
its heavyweight's Mindshare, Mediacom, Maxus and MEC to name but a few.• Interpublic group
(commonly shortened to IPG) includes Universal McCann and Initiative• Havas group houses
MPG/MediaContacts and HavasRunning a Media AgencyMedia Agencies are typically made up
of account teams (an account being an Advertiser). Each team will be made up of planners,
buyers and account managers. Media Agencies have supplier contracts with technology
providers including third party technology providers. These agreements vary considerably and
can differ between region and country. Media Agencies also have contractual agreements with
Publishers that outline payment terms. Such terms are usually confirmed in writing before each
advertising campaign via the Insertion Order (IO) a document which also clarifies the amount of
media space purchased as well as conditions of the campaign. Larger Media Agencies are
occasionally affiliated with creative Agencies or more often have their own in-house creative
developers and designers. Much more common is a contractual relationship between the
Advertiser and the Creative Agency directly. Media Agencies usually work with Advertisers in a
long term capacity by pitching for their business by responding to and winning the chance to
respond to a brief issued by the Advertiser. From an online perspective Media Agencies take a
big burden off of the shoulders of the Advertiser. The work required to plan and buy media to
reach the Advertiser's stated campaign objectives requires many hands and larger advertisers
will rarely fill out their marketing teams with the headcount to undertake these tasks. It is for this
reason that third party ad serving technology is most utilised by Media Agencies, who report
their successes to the hiring Advertiser.Creative agenciesThere are an enormous number of
creative agencies and the landscape is very competitive. A creative agency will usually produce
a mock-up of how a campaign could look with lots of creative ideas, when pitching to an
Advertiser to build a relationship with them and attain their business. Advertisers usually have
preferred Creative Agencies that they will utilise for building creative across various media
channels including TV and Print. The majority of Creative Agencies are small companies
employing just a few designers and developers but some have reached enterprise sizes and fall
under the same holding groups as the Media Agencies.Figure 2.1: A single Agency holding
group may have clients operating in the same vertical but the teams are kept separate, often in
completely different buildings. The Advertiser themselves has the freedom to select a Creative
Agency which might work in a completely different holding group or operate
independently.PublishersPublishers are the content providers. They are web sites that attract a
large number of users. To give up your day job and just live off of the advertising revenue from a
website your site would need to attract in excess of one hundred thousand "unique users" per
month (depending on the quality of these users: also called "the quality of the traffic"). This
means that if the users are coming to the Publisher website for a purpose, and the ads shown
are relevant and well-targeted to those users, then the quality of those users is more valuable.
This quality traffic raises the price of the ad space on the Publisher website and would mean the



Publisher can make a tidy profit from the money that Advertisers would be willing to spend to
have ads on a Publisher website. Big Publishers (such as Facebook, Google, MSN and Yahoo!)
attract a vast number of users and in turn are almost always included on Advertiser "Media
Plans". Smaller Publishers, although not necessarily attracting big crowds have the added
benefits of either a more niche audience or cheaper ad space. Publishers are the home of ads;
they control the greatest cost to any ad campaign (the cost of the ad space) and at times view all
technology in terms of their own properties.The remainder of this chapter will be spent focussing
each of these stakeholder groups. Each group spends more time using a different piece of ad
technology therefore third party ad serving is more important to some and less to others.Chapter
2 - Section 1Advertisers and Marketers• Who is the Advertiser?• The Marketer• Agency pitch•
Relationship with the Media Agency• Relationship with the Creative Agency• Figure 2.2.1•
Controlling the page content• Controlling the pages of the Advertiser Site - the CMS• Landing
Page• Basket Page• Confirmation Page• Figure 2.2.2• CRM Platform• Onsite Behavioural
data• Tracking the users on site• Site Side Analytics• Click to Land• Passing the tokens in the
click-through URL• ReferralWho is the Advertiser?Advertisers can be loosely divided into two
buckets in the online world: "Brand" and "Direct response". Brand Advertisers tend to utilise the
web to grow awareness and generate interest and engagement but rarely have something
tangible to "sell" online. Direct Response (DR) Advertisers are usually much more complex in
their advertising needs. They will have an e-commerce site to sell goods or services online and
often need to produce ads and campaigns with objectives to target users at each stage in the
purchase process. There are of course Advertisers that cross into both definitions. These are
usually very large DR Advertisers who need a little of everything. In this section we will begin
with an overview of Advertisers, followed by their relationship with Media Agencies and then
Creative Agencies. This is followed by an exploration around the predominant technologies an
Advertiser will be working closely with; including the makeup of their e-commerce site and how
to integrate such technologies effectively with third party ad serving.The MarketerAdvertiser
marketing team brings together the overall marketing strategy marrying up the available digital
advertising budget with the right resource to get the best return.For Brand advertisers, marketers
are concerned initially with ad delivery and verification. If the ads have been served they should
have been delivered at an optimal "reach and frequency" with the ultimate aim of hitting the
targeting audience with a memorable creative message. In Chapter 5 we will look at how the ad
server reporting can deliver this information.For Direct response advertisers, marketers are
concerned with ROI and want to demonstrate like for like or incremental sales from a set
marketing budget. With the right combination of delivery techniques, reporting and optimization;
digital is a very fertile ground for DR marketers with an ever increasing budget, to invest in.For
the marketer to ensure the advertising budget is best spent, the campaign goals are clearly laid
out before a campaign begins.Agency PitchTo choose an Agency the Advertiser releases an
RFP (Request for Proposal) to a shortlist of Media Agencies. This RFP details the advertiser's
marketing objectives over the next few years and asks the Agencies to come back with the best



strategic pitch for the work. The process can take quite a long time as the Advertiser is usually
looking to sign a contract with an Agency over a term of a few years; departing from such
contracts can be very costly to the Advertiser, so the right decision is imperative. Once an
Agency is secured, the relationship can begin to grow.Relationship with the Media AgencyOnce
an Agency has won over the Advertiser the Agency account team begins the process of
transitioning the "campaign workflow" process (the operational practices an Advertiser is familiar
using) to align with the practices of the Agency or the needs of the Advertiser, where the Agency
sees fit. This stage can involve moving the Advertiser from one set of technologies to another
depending on the conditions of the contract with the Agency. This process can also take several
weeks if not months but, done correctly, sets the stage for a blooming relationship in future
campaigns. In the next section we will look in closer detail at campaign management, a process
which is Agency-led.As campaigns are processed the Advertiser and Media Agency learn which
processes and practices work best for them and find ways of sharing and using the third party
technology between them to suit everyone's needs. For instance some marketers prefer a more
hands-on approach to the reporting data which the Media Agency is able to grant as long as
expectations are clear about how decisions around campaign optimization are
made.Relationship with the Creative AgencyUnlike in the world of TV advertising, the Creative
Agency takes a back seat to the role of the Media Agency in campaign setup (and usually the
Advertiser will have a long term existing partnership with either a preferred Creative Agency or a
myriad of them). The marketer will usually take a keen interest in the development of any
creative to maintain a consistent brand image (the word "creative" is used to describe the state
of a digital ad before it becomes an actual ad that can be used by the ad serving technology).
This means there will be a back and forth of communication between the Creative Agency and
the Advertiser right up until the ad is fully developed, and it is mutually agreed that its visual
elements will not change before the ad is seen by a public audience. Some big Brand
Advertisers are more detail oriented than others when it comes to adhering to brand style
guidelines and the sign-off process can get extremely lengthy.For this reason, ad serving
technology is designed to allow the Creative Agency to share a preview of the ads with the
Advertiser directly and receive their approval before the ad is processed in the ad server for
trafficking. The ad preview environment is particularly useful for Rich Media and DCO (See
Chapter 3).With its partners on board (Media Agency and Creative Agency) the stage is almost
set to begin running an ad campaign. The final piece of the puzzle from the Advertiser's
perspective is to ensure that users arrive at a website that extends their interest towards an
eventual purchase.Technical staff working on the Advertiser marketing team tend to place all
their focus and attention on the Advertiser's site which can be pretty simple (for big brand
advertisers that do not offer the chance to purchase online - perhaps having less than ten pages
on their site) or vastly complex (such as in the case of a DR Advertiser like a retail catalogue
website - where the number of pages to manage may be in the millions).
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Matan Gilbert, “a GREAT NUMBER of typos and poorly constructed and edited sentences.
There are, as many have noted, a GREAT NUMBER of typos and poorly constructed and edited
sentences, and sometimes it's truly difficult to understand what the author is communicating.
That said, Cristal very clearly knows his subject from a practitioner's perspective, and covers -
almost always I found in just the right amount of detail - a wide ranging at times complicated
subject. Having read the book I feel very well versed in not only ad server operations, but digital
marketing in general. There aren't many such authoritative sources out there right now in this
particular area, and this is the most authoritative source I found. So if you want or need to know
about ad server operations and digital marketing, you should read this book (but some editing by
the author would make that a little bit easier and more enjoyable)!”

Meysam, “Very comprehensive and valuable introduction to Ad Serving. This book is a Gem. A
lot of unfair ratings are here because of some typos. They typos have zero effect on learning the
concepts. It is very detailed and explains all the players of this technology. A must read”

Pras, “It's a great book for those starting on ad-tech. It's a great book for those starting on ad-
tech. Provides a very thorough understanding of ad-tech.The downside is that it's too detailed
and tactical (more suited for engineers and may be PMs) and it's hard for someone in sales /
marketing to quickly get the gist of things. But worth the effort if you spend time and the best out
there to get that content depth. There a some noticeable grammatical errors that can lead to
confusions at times.”

Ebook Topsiano, “Good topic but low readability. The book covers an exciting topic but it is
structured and written in a very abstract way, if the reader is not already a domain expert. It
would be much better if some cases or examples were included.”

Andreea, “Well-rounded, very comprehensive ad tech guide. I wish I had this book when I
started learning. It covers pretty much everything you need to know if you work in/ with ad tech.
Some updates may be required due to more recent industry changes, although most content is
still relevant. Visuals are clear and simple, easy to understand. I highly recommend this book to
anyone keen to get a broader picture of advertising ecosystem.”

Miss D Attwater, “Four Stars. Good”

claudio pontirolli, “A complete dive in an intricate world. Well done Gregory! This book has
several positive points: completeness, accuracy, abundance of pictures and diagrams, technical
details. Some parts are a bit redundant.”



sanjay via Ebook Tops, “A Must Read on Adtech & Digital. This is an encyclopedia of sorts on
digital advertising & Ad Tech and recommended for anyone interested in this industry. Thanks for
this great work Gregory!!”

Client d'Ebook Tops, “Excellent book. I am a data scientist in digital marketing and I work daily
with all the stakeholders in the industry. This book help grasp the technical aspect of the industry
which is not standardized yet. It is excellent book to put word and mean to a lot of fuzzy concepts
for practitioners as well for beginners. I strongly recommend this book”

The book by Gregory Cristal has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 51 people have provided feedback.
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